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Quiz for Qeography Experts: Interesting Questions

1. Which city got its name as a river by mistake because the Portuguese navigators who founded the city
mistook a frozen bay of the sea for a river?

Rio de Oro

Rio Bonito

Rio de Janeiro

2. What is the time period when the sun does not appear over the horizon for more than a day?

polar day

polar night

long night

3. Which cave is the longest as of 2021, and where is it located?

Kazumura, Hawaii

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky

Huautla, Mexico

4. What is the hottest place on Earth, according to experts from the World Meteorological Organization?

El Azizia in Libya

Sahara Desert

Death Valley National Park in California

5. Which country's territory from the following is inside another country and has a border on all sides only with
it?

San Marino

Monaco

Liechtenstein

6. As of 2021, which coal deposit is the largest in the world?

Tunguska Basin

Illinois Basin
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Ruhr Basin

7. Where is the point furthest from all the earth's oceans?

China

in the USA

in India

8. Which cape is the southernmost point of South Africa?

Cape of Good Hope

Cape Almadi

Cape of Needle

9. At which pole of our planet is there no land?

at the South Pole

at the North Pole

at both poles

10. Which dwarf state has no official capital as of 2021?

Grenada

Nauru

Mauritius

11. Which woman was the first female Arctic polar explorer?

Tatyana Pronchischeva

Caroline Mikkelsen

Ginny Fiennes

12. What is the name of a sea that has no hard shores and is limited only by currents?

Åland Sea

Sargasso sea

Sea of Crete
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13. What is the name of a highly moist place overgrown with moss, small shrubby birch, and larch trees?
maize

mangrove

pond

14. Which reef does not really exist, although until recently it could still be found on maps?

Maria Theresa Reef

Ningaloo reef

Florida reef

15. Which mountain is the highest mountain in the world if its height is measured from its foot?

Jomolungma

Chogori

Mauna Kea

16. How many voyages to the shores of America did Christopher Columbus make?

3

4

5

17. Which state of the following is located on the most islands?

Philippines

Japan

Indonesia
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Quiz for Qeography Experts: Interesting Questions

Right answers

  1. Which city got its name as a river by mistake because the Portuguese navigators who founded the
city mistook a frozen bay of the sea for a river?
  Rio de Janeiro
  2. What is the time period when the sun does not appear over the horizon for more than a day?
  polar night
  3. Which cave is the longest as of 2021, and where is it located?
  Mammoth Cave, Kentucky
  4. What is the hottest place on Earth, according to experts from the World Meteorological
Organization?
  Death Valley National Park in California
  5. Which country's territory from the following is inside another country and has a border on all sides
only with it?
  San Marino
  6. As of 2021, which coal deposit is the largest in the world?
  Tunguska Basin
  7. Where is the point furthest from all the earth's oceans?
  China
  8. Which cape is the southernmost point of South Africa?
  Cape of Needle
  9. At which pole of our planet is there no land?
  at the North Pole
  10. Which dwarf state has no official capital as of 2021?
  Nauru
  11. Which woman was the first female Arctic polar explorer?
  Tatyana Pronchischeva
  12. What is the name of a sea that has no hard shores and is limited only by currents?
  Sargasso sea
  13. What is the name of a highly moist place overgrown with moss, small shrubby birch, and larch
trees?
  maize
  14. Which reef does not really exist, although until recently it could still be found on maps?
  Maria Theresa Reef
  15. Which mountain is the highest mountain in the world if its height is measured from its foot?
  Mauna Kea
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  16. How many voyages to the shores of America did Christopher Columbus make?
  4
  17. Which state of the following is located on the most islands?
  Indonesia
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